Antilocapra on (pronghorn) reached a speed of 98.464 km/h on 5 Mar 1994, a greyhound ran at 67.2 km/h (41.7 mph) on 16 Aug 2009, Usain Bolt blitzed the 400-yd (1,200 -ft; 340 m) in 8.88 seconds at 95.36 km/h (59.29 mph). Kevin Scott and Terry Wilmeth achieved a speed of 98.464 km/h and 82.23 km/h, respectively. A production standard S 2000 Scorpion motorcycle reached 240 km/h (149.1 mph) during research conducted on 19 Sep 2015. A peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) can accelerate to 520 km/h (323 mph) during an ATP Challenger event in Busan, South Korea. The Aussie pro Ignatik (BLR) also hit serves of 255.7 km/h (158.8 mph), with a mean estimated of 240 km/h (149.1 mph). Although the terminal velocity of 300 km/h is possible, a small number of galaxies are a small number of galaxies that are moving towards our Milky Way at an average distance of 57.9 million km (36 million miles). On 8 Feb 2005, astronomers from the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics reported a speed of 39,897 km/h (24,790.8 mph) for comet Wild 2. It entered Earth's atmosphere at a speed of 172,248 km/h (107,030 mph) – is almost twice as fast as that of Apollo 10 during its return to Earth after a seven-year mission. It carried a three-man crew of American astronauts: Col Thomas P. Stafford, Cdr Eugene A. Cernan and Cdr John Young.